CAN GOCE HELP TO IMPROVE TEMPORAL GRAVITY FIELD ESTIMATES ?
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ABSTRACT
The main objective of the GOCE mission is to
determine the static part of the Earth’s gravity field with
unprecedented accuracy and spatial resolution. As
opposed to the original schedule, it turned out that it is
technically feasible to probe the Earth’s gravity field
continuously also during the long eclipse (hibernation)
phases, and due to the mission extension until
December 2012 even for a much longer time period. In
this feasibility study a first analysis shall be done (a) to
what extent GOCE can support and improve timevariable GRACE gravity field estimates, and (b) if the
GOCE orbit information alone is sensitive enough to
detect temporal gravity signals. Comparing a combined
temporal gravity model from GRACE and GOCE with a
pure GRACE-only solution, it turns out that GOCE
indeed has the potential to improve the solution by
reducing the typical GRACE striping pattern
significantly. GOCE-only temporal gravity field
solutions based on kinematic precise orbits seem
feasible for the very low degrees, presuming that the
systematic errors in current solutions could be reduced,
and longer GOCE orbit time series were available.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The typical striping pattern as it can be observed in
temporal gravity field models derived from GRACE has
two main reasons. The first one is related to aliasing
effects from short-periodic temporal gravity field
signals. Since these tidal and non-tidal signals can not
be perfectly reduced due to errors in the geophysical
background models, they alias into the resulting
temporal gravity field models. The second issue is
related to the fact that the error structure of GRACE is
highly anisotropic due to the observation type of alongtrack range measurements between the twin satellites.
The first issue affects only the right-hand side, i.e. the
observation vector, of the corresponding normal
equation systems, the second one is also reflected in the
normal equation matrix expressing the specific
observation type. While GOCE will not be able to
contribute significantly to reduce the first error source,
it shall be investigated whether contributions are
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possible to reduce the problems related to the second
error type.
Correspondingly, we build our study hypothesis that
GOCE can indeed support and improve time-variable
gravity field estimates derived from GRACE on 2
pillars:
• In contrast to GRACE, the error structure of the
GOCE observation type is isotropic.
Since GRACE takes measurements only in one
direction (along-track), the resulting error structure
is highly anisotropic. In contrast, GOCE is
measuring gravity gradients uniformly in all three
spatial directions, thus resulting in an isotropic error
structure. The combination of data from both
missions could thus help to reduce the dominant
striping pattern which is inherent in GRACE
solutions.
• The amplitude of regional mass variations is often
highly underestimated.
Frequently, the amplitude of time-variability of the
gravity field is estimated from geophysical models
(e.g., [14]), and is expressed in terms of degree
variances or degree medians. However, this
representation is a global average of the temporal
gravity field changes (for certain periods), and has
the tendency to underestimate the true amplitude of
interesting hydrological or cryospheric features on a
regional to local scale by up to one or two orders of
magnitude.

2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1. (Non-)isotropy of the observation error
It is important to mention that in GRACE gravity field
models the striping pattern can not only be observed in
coefficient deviations of monthly gravity field solutions
from a static gravity field, but also in the corresponding
error estimates. This fact can also be demonstrated by
covariance propagation applied to a GRACE variancecovariance matrix based on a monthly solution of ITGGrace2010s ([8]).

Rigorous covariance propagation was applied to the full
GRACE variance-covariance matrix to derive geoid
height errors for different maximum degrees. This study
was performed for the monthly solution of August 2009.
(It was checked that the near 7 days GRACE sub-cycle
in this period does not have an impact by repeating this
procedure for data from August 2008, yielding very
similar results.) The evaluation was performed
regionally for an area covering whole South America.
Figure 1 shows the results for maximum degrees of 30,
40, 60 and 120 of the series expansion. Obviously, also
in the error estimates this striping pattern is visible,
starting already at degrees 30 to 40.
This is a key conclusion for our study idea, because the
error estimates reflect only the orbit configuration and
measurement type (in our case along-track ranging), but
not the right-hand side of our normal equation system.
In contrast, aliasing problems affect only the
observations (and thus the right-hand side). Thus, we
can conclude that a significant part of the striping
pattern is related to the GRACE observation type.
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corresponding spectral representation of the rms
variability is given in degree variances. This global
representation
of
time
variability,
however,
underestimates the true amplitude of regional features
dramatically.
Figure 2 shows the rms variability of the global gravity
field related to land hydrology and ice mass variations.
It was derived from geophysical models for a period of
11 years between 1995 and 2005. Concerning
hydrology, the large-scale model PCR-GLOBWB
(PCRaster GLOBal Water Balance), which is driven by
ECMWF ([1]) and ERA-40 ([12]), has been used, while
for the ice sheets the time series is composed of mass
fluxes derived from ERA-40 up to 2001, and ECMWF
Operational Analysis beyond. These data sets have been
created in the course of the ESA project “Monitoring
and Modelling Individual Sources of Mass Distribution
and Transport in the Earth System by Means of
Satellites” ([13]).
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Figure 2. Global distribution of rms variability [mm
EWH] of temporal hydrology and cryospheric signals.

Figure 1. Geoid height standard deviations [mm]
derived by rigorous error propagation based on the full
variance-covariance information of the monthly ITGGrace2010s model for August 2009: expansion up to
maximum degree (a) 30; (b) 40; (c) 60; (d) 120.

2.2. Amplitude of temporal gravity field variations
Frequently the time variability of gravity field signals of
a certain geophysical source is estimated from
geophysical models by means of a global analysis. The

In order to evaluate the local variability (and thus the
detectable signal) in the frame of a global analysis based
on degree variances, the following procedure has been
executed. First, a certain hydrological basis was
selected, and the signals outside this region were set to
zero. Then a harmonic analysis was performed, and the
corresponding degree variances based on the rms
variability have been derived. In the final step, these
(global) degree variances were normalized by the area
of the hydrological basin relative to the total global
definition domain. Thus a more realistic magnitude for
the regional variation signal is obtained. Figure 3 shows
the resulting degree variance estimates.
Evidently, the temporal variation signals of these three
regions of interest are above the current GRACE error
curve up to degree and order 50 to 60. However, it has
been demonstrated by the numerical studies described

before that the GRACE solutions are affected by stripes
already at degree 40. Since we expect that they can be
reduced significantly by the inclusion of GOCE, a
cleaner signal representation and a reduction of striping
artefacts might be achievable.

(SGG) have been generated applying the time-wise
method ([9], [10]) for this bi-monthly period, while the
GPS satellite-to-satellite (SST) component based on
kinematic precise orbits was evaluated by the celestial
mechanics approach up to degree/order 120 ([6]). These
two normal equations have been optimally combined to
result in a consistent full GOCE normal equation system
up to degree/order 224.
As a next step, the two monthly GRACE normal
equations complete to degree/order 120 have been
jointly inverted to obtain a GRACE-only solution.
Finally, this solution has been combined, again by
addition of normal equations, with the GOCE normal
equations to obtain a bi-monthly combined global
gravity field estimate.

Figure 3. Degree rms of temporal variation signals in
selected regions.

3.

CASE STUDY 1: IMPROVEMENT OF
GRACE GRAVITY FIELD ESTIMATES

In this case study it shall be investigated if GRACE
temporal gravity field estimates can be improved by the
inclusion of GOCE data. The study logic is to compute
first a GRACE-only gravity field solution, which shall
then be combined with GOCE in order to analyze the
impact.
For this study we chose to compute bi-monthly gravity
field solutions, but this case study can be reduced to
monthly solutions without major changes in the results
or conclusions, because the global coverage of GOCE is
already sufficient after one month.
Of course, one pre-requisite of this study is that full
GRACE and GOCE normal equations are available for
the same time period. Since no ITG-Grace2010s gravity
field solutions (the only model that provides also
variance-covariance information, from which the
normal equations can be reconstructed) are available
after August 2009, there is no overlapping period with
the GOCE operational phase starting in October 2009.
Therefore, GRACE monthly solutions for November
and December 2009 have been generated up to
degree/order 120 using the celestial mechanics approach
([2], [3], [7]). It should be emphasized that during this
period GRACE flew a 7-days sub-cycle, which might
slightly decrease the quality of the GRACE solution.
We will come back to this issue later on.
Concerning GOCE, full normal equations up to
degree/order 224 from satellite gravity gradiometry

The dashed curves in Figure 4 show the formal errors in
terms of degree medians of the individual GRACE and
GOCE solutions, as well as the combined model. The
cross-over of the GOCE and GRACE performance
curves occurs at degree 85. The GRACE-only estimates
(red dashed) could only slightly be improved by GOCE
(green dashed), resulting in the blue dashed curve of the
combined model. Additionally, the coefficient
differences to the independent static GRACE model
ITG-Grace2010s are displayed as solid curves of the
corresponding color. Concerning GOCE, the most
obvious deviation from the formal errors occurs in the
low degrees, which is mainly due to non-parameterized
systematic errors in the GOCE SST solution. Also the
GRACE as well as the combined solution deviate
significantly from the formal errors, but the main reason
here is that beside observation errors also time-variable
gravity field signal is inherent. As a reference, also the
degree medians of the temporal variation signals, as
shown in Fig. 3, are displayed.

Figure 4. Degree medians of GRACE-only, GOCE-only
and combined gravity field models; formal errors
(dashed curves) and differences to static reference
model ITG-Grace2010s (solid curves).

An even more stunning result can be observed when
analyzing the global field of the estimated temporal
gravity field signals. Figure 5 shows deviations of the
bi-monthly solutions from the static ITG-Grace2010s
reference field in terms of equivalent water height for
(a) the GRACE-only and (b) the combined
GRACE+GOCE solution up to degree/order 30.
Evidently, the striping structure of the GRACE-only
solution can be significantly reduced when including
GOCE normal equations.

independent normal equation system based on a
complementary gravity mission for exactly the same
time period is used. In this sense, the inclusion of
(bi-)monthly GOCE normal equations is more
consistent. Again it should be emphasized that a similar
result is expected when reducing the scenario to
monthly solutions, because the performance of both
GRACE and GOCE scale down in an analogous way,
and the monthly ground track coverage of GOCE is
highly sufficient.
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Figure 5. Temporal gravity field signals in terms of
equivalent water heights [m] evaluated up to
degree/order 30: a) GRACE-only; b) GRACE+GOCE
combination.

Figure 6. Temporal gravity field signals in terms of
equivalent water heights [m] evaluated up to
degree/order 40: a) GRACE-only; b) GRACE+GOCE
combination.

This effect appears even more clearly when analyzing
the difference fields at degree/order 40. The results are
shown in Fig. 6. It should be emphasized that this
significant improvement is not related to the fact that
GOCE can introduce much additional temporal gravity
field information, but it is rather an indirect effect, by
stabilizing the GRACE normal equations. Here, the
isotropic error structure of the GOCE normal equations
supports the reduction of the striping pattern. In this
sense, it can be interpreted as an additional constraint.
Compared to any other “regularization” approach, the
true additional value lies in the fact that a completely

The impact for a “good” GRACE month, i.e., a month
without the 7-days sub-cycle, has been investigated by a
numerical study. It turns out that the impact of GOCE is
slightly less severe, but still significant.

4.

CASE STUDY 2: TEMPORAL GRAVITY
FROM GOCE-ONLY

In a second case study, it shall be evaluated whether
GOCE can observe temporal gravity field signals by its
own. Due to the fact that the GOCE gradiometer works
with highest performance only in the bandwidth of 5 to

100 mHz, the long-wavelength gravity field
information, where temporal gravity field signals show
up most prominently, is derived mainly from the GPS
orbit information.
Therefore, we concentrate here on the GOCE SST
component. Monthly gravity fields complete to
degree/order 120 have been estimated based on the
kinematic precise science orbits for the time period from
November 2009 to June 2010 applying the celestial
mechanics approach ([2], [3]). If at all, temporal gravity
field effects will be detectable only in the very low
degrees. Therefore, difference fields to the static gravity
field model ITG-Grace2010s have been computed up to
degree/order 10. As reference solutions, the temporal
gravity field models of GFZ RL04 ([5]) up to the same
degree/order have been analyzed. Reductions of
atmosphere and oceans (products GAC and GAD) have
been added back.
m EWH

Exemplarily, Fig. 7 shows the temporal gravity field
signal in terms of equivalent water heights up to
degree/order 10 of the GFZ model for June 2010. The
corresponding field derived from the same month of
GOCE kinematic orbit data is shown in Fig. 8.
Evidently, although these fields are on the same order of
magnitude, the noise level of the GOCE SST solution
dominates the picture. Correlations between Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 seem to appear in certain regions with large
temporal variation signals, such as Greenland, South
America and the Western ice shield in Antarctica, but
similar amplitudes also appear in regions where no
strong temporal gravity field signal is to be expected.
One of the main future challenges is to reduce
systematic effects in the GOCE SST solutions. As it can
be clearly seen in Fig. 4, the actual errors in the low
degrees are considerably larger than the formal errors,
demonstrating that systematic effects contribute
significantly to the total error budget. If we succeeded to
reduce these systematic errors by a factor of 5-10, and
thus being consistent with the formal errors, it could be
expected that temporal gravity field effects can be
recovered at least for the very low degrees.
Additionally, longer time series of GOCE orbit data will
be needed to estimate them either by co-estimating trend
and periodic signals, or by stacking monthly gravity
field estimates to reduce the noise patterns, as it has
been successfully done for CHAMP ([11]).

Figure 7. Temporal gravity field signals in terms of
equivalent water heights [m] evaluated up to
degree/order 10 of the GFZ RL04 model for June 2010.
m EWH

Although GOCE orbits the Earth in a much lower
altitude than CHAMP, the added value will not be
excessively high, because the signal attenuation with
altitude is not very strong for the very low degrees, and
thus the lower GOCE orbit altitude does not contribute a
lot to the higher sensitivity. However, the orbit accuracy
of GOCE, which is estimated to be in the order of
2- 2.5 cm 3D rms ([4]), is considered to be a favourable
argument for GOCE, once the full potential of this high
accuracy can be exploited and systematic errors can be
significantly reduced.

5.

Figure 8. Temporal gravity field signals in terms of
equivalent water heights [m] evaluated up to
degree/order 10 derived from GOCE SST for June
2010.

CONCLUSIONS

Two case studies based on real GRACE and GOCE data
have been performed. In the first one, it was
investigated whether GOCE can support and improve
GRACE temporal gravity field estimates. In fact, the
inclusion of full GOCE normal equations for the
processing of combined GRACE+GOCE temporal
gravity field models indeed can improve the solutions,
in terms of significant reduction of the typical striping
pattern of GRACE-only solutions. Here, the favourable
isotropic error behaviour of GOCE can help to stabilize
the combined normal equation systems. In this sense,

GOCE normal equations are constraining the solutions.
Compared to any other “regularization” method, we
consider normal equations derived from a
complementary mission for exactly the same period as
the ideal candidate for such a constraint.

8.

9.

In a second study, we investigated if GOCE can detect
temporal gravity field signal on its own. Due to the
weak sensitivity of gradiometry to the low harmonic
degrees, if at all, temporal gravity field signals can be
derived solely from the precise GOCE orbits. A very
first analysis has revealed that the currently achievable
accuracies of temporal gravity field solutions, evaluated
for the low degrees, is in the same amplitude range as
the time-variable gravity field signals, but still exceed
them. However, current GOCE SST gravity field
solutions are dominated by systematic errors in the low
degrees. A reduction of these systematic errors by
improved processing techniques (both concerning the
orbit and the gravity field processing), together with
longer GOCE orbit time series to be analyzed, should
result in the feasibility to recover temporal gravity field
signals at least for the very low degrees.
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